
Create Bullet Journal
Instructions No. 1594

Difficulty: Beginner

In our world of digitisation, the Bullet Journal stands for a return to creativity. With only pen and Paper you can manage
daily tasks, daily entries, birthdays, ideas etc. according to your needs and you can define the structure of your calendar or
notebook yourself. You are not dependent on countless apps or programs that give you clear concepts that you may not need

The Bullet Journal "grows" from day to day, from entry to entry. A normal notebook thus becomes an eye-catcher and
practical companion.

You can work with a table of contents that you extend with each new project you start. 

It has also proved practical to produce an annual overview . Here, for example, birthdays , holidays , anniversaries etc.
can be entered 
For the monthly and daily overview our Bullet Journal Stencil is ideal. You can transfer the month and day names to the
different pages and enter fixed dates. It is also nice if you do not enter only dates, but write down weekly highlights,
reminders, project goals, to-do lists and much more. Everything is allowed! This gives your Bullet Journal a very
personal touch and makes it an unforgettable memory. 



You can use glue registers and bullets, strokes, circles and arrows, either created by yourself or using our templates, to
highlight important dates or separate different categories. 

Tapes, stickers, icons and drawings give the journal its special character. In our online shop you will find many great
accessories with which you can design your notebook . 

The Bullet Journal offers plenty of room for creativity. You can always try out new things, change what you don't like and
add a lot of personality to your book. Every page can be designed, whether with notes, calendar entries, drawings and
doodles, holiday memories, brainstorming.. - according to your individual wishes.
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